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ABSTRACT

Generally, traditional documentation methods are time consuming, having limitation in collecting information and not able to provide re-visit of a historical building to present the artwork and design by the craftsman. The modern Geoinformation technology, laser scanning was used in this research and proven its effectiveness to record spatial data of Seri Menanti Palace, located in Negeri Sembilan, which was fully built by timber. The main goal of this research was to digitally preserve and document heritage building by produce three-dimensional (3D) model of the historical building mentioned above with Level of Details 4 (LoD 4) as prescribed by CityGML. FARO Photon 120 laser scanner was integrated with high resolution Nikon DSLR D300s digital camera to collect 3D point clouds data and panoramic coloured image in full angular of 360°. A total of 165 scanning stations were required in data collection process which involves 120 stations for the interior and 45 stations for the exterior part of the palace. The collected point clouds data were registered by using the surveyed target and natural feature on the palace. The registered 3D point clouds that were geo-referenced with Cassini coordinate system and were integrated with panoramic images to produce 3D colourized point clouds which later rendered as animation aspect for “Fly Through” presentation purpose. Besides animation, this research also produce 3D surface model and floor plan of the palace. Several 3D measurements were taken from the generated 3D model and being compared with the measurement performed by the conventional method. Generally, this research had successfully proven that TLS technology can be used to record the palace data that built from timber. However, several parts of the palace cannot be recorded perfectly due to the cause of dark facade and the tall rooftop also is the limitation of the laser scanner used.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Needs for Cultural Heritage Documentation

Cultural Heritage (“national heritage” or just “heritage”) is the legacy of physical artefacts (cultural property) and intangible attributes of a group or society that are inherited from past generations, maintained in the present and bestowed for the benefit of future generations as stated by WIKIPEDIA.

Cultural heritage includes:

i. tangible culture such as buildings, monuments, landscapes, books, works of art, and artefacts,

ii. intangible culture such as folklore, traditions, language, and knowledge, and

iii. natural heritage including culturally-significant landscapes, and biodiversity

Cultural heritage is unique and irreplaceable, which places the responsibility of preservation on the current generations. The deliberate act of keeping cultural heritage from the present for the future is known as Preservation (American English) or Conservation (British English), though these terms may have more specific or technical meaning in the same contexts in the other dialect.

Preservation is the protection of cultural property through activities that minimize chemical and physical deterioration and damage and that prevent loss of informational content. Conservation means the profession devoted to the
preservation of cultural property for the future and the conservation activities include examination, documentation, treatment, and preventive care, supported by research and education as defined by American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (AIC).

Many valuable heritage information is threatened throughout destruction or disappearance as affected by climate, environment, time past, vandalism. The issue that archaeologists, historians, museologists and conservators are working on and concerning is how to conserve, utilize, and preserve the cultural heritage items as well as their values. The development of information technology become important in heritage preservation including digitization, digital aided research, conservation, exhibition, and utilization as discussed by Lu and Pan (2009).

“Today the world is losing its architectural and archaeological heritage faster than it can be documented.” (LeBlanc and Eppich, 2005) as noted by the Getty Conservation Institute. In last decade, we had witnessed the increasing of papers and articles concerning the cultural heritage documentation, preservation, conservation and reconstruction by different method and technology. However, all the culturally significant sites in the world are disappearing faster than they are being documented, not even need to mention its chance to be preserved or conserved.

The awareness of conserving the cultural property has strived to preserve varieties of local and colonial architectural heritage from the Portuguese, Dutch and British. With the recognition of several heritage sites likes Penang and Malacca state by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in Malaysia had vigorously impact the heritage conservation in the country. Local planning departments, management agencies and local government are responsible for the implementation of heritage conservation.

The conservation projects practices for building research included the documentation, investigation, preservation and reconstruction (Siti and Kamarul, 2002). The historical buildings are in risk as most of them facing normal defects. The
historical buildings in Malaysia are not being well cared for, due to lack of knowledge and high cost of repair and maintenance. The related local government should involve in the protection of the cultural assets, academic institutions and researchers should involve in heritage preservation research. The local arts and cultural agencies should involve in public awareness creation about the importance of preserving cultural heritage.

The cultural heritage risk can be addressed by various means, as noted by (Abhas et al, 2010) the documentation of cultural heritage is one of the important means out of all the six instrument listed below:

a. Disaster risk management plans, incorporate cultural heritage consideration
b. Culturally sensitive land use and spatial plans
c. Raising cultural sensitivity of disaster management authorities, users that occupy heritage properties.
d. Systematic documentation of cultural heritage
e. Regular maintenance and monitoring of heritage properties
f. Recovery programs, consistent management plans together for heritage sites

Cultural heritage contain rich information regarding society, history and cultural values. How to investigate and utilize such information effectively is extremely important and significant technological issue. In Chapter 2, the overview of cultural heritage management in Malaysia is presented, giving the current situation, discussion and suggestion for cultural heritage conservation in Malaysia.

The lack of efficient preservation methodology in local agencies and related government department caused the heritage building in Malaysia was not able to be digitally preserved, and conserved before it was loss due to various environmental impacts.

Creation of heritage building model for conservation purposes and the realization of 3D Virtual Model of historical for viewer were interested by researcher,
academician and all related industries. There is an increasing demand for three-dimensional (3D) city models for many applications and users worldwide (Dursun et al., 2008). One of the major purposes of creating 3D heritage building model is to increase the effectiveness on information distribution to the public, through visualization dissemination. Some of this growth in demand has been caused by the increase in public availability of open geospatial viewers (e.g. Google Earth, Virtual Earth).

Several disciplines like urban planning, architecture, telecommunication, tourism, environmental protection and many others have an increasing demand for digital 3D models, in order to use such complex data for planning, analyses, visualization and simulation in different applications.

This project used a phase shift type terrestrial laser scanner to generate 3D heritage building model and produce the 2D measured drawing of Seri Menanti Palace. A detailed 3D historical building model is essential for user to visualize the heritage building object and provide the information of the building structure to relevant individuals. The importance of persevering cultural heritage for future generation is also being discussed by study the legislations in Malaysia.

This research project focuses to produce the methodology of producing a framework, guidance for 3D heritage building documentation by using point clouds data. The issues, problems and solutions of heritage documentation work was elaborated in the following chapters. The building measured drawing and 3D model was produced. The 3D model LoD achieved was refer to CityGML LoD (Level of Details) standard. The standard of LoD by CityGML was widely used in 3D city modelling and other 3D modelling applications. In this thesis, the definition of LoD was discussed and the LoD standard being used in producing building drawing was explained.

The term LoD is also used by architect for (BIM) building information modelling. The different is that LoD used by contractor, architect, building designer
starts from LoD 1 to 5 and their concern is before the building construction at 3D building design stage and for producing as-built drawing after the construction process completed. The LoD term for contractor in the implementation of BIM is not only the level of details but might involve also the level of development for the construction process of a specific building. But in this project the LoD that is put into concern is the level of details for a heritage building. More information can be found in Chapter 3.

The 3D point clouds data captured and utilised to produce several deliverables such as 3D animation, 2D floor plan and 3D model. The benefits of implementation of 3D laser scanning in heritage documentation were also discussed in this research. The history of target heritage building – The Royal Palace, Seri Menanti Palace was discussed in section 1.2, followed with the statement of problems in section 1.3 as it explained the reasons of carried out this research. In section 1.4 the objectives of the research was discussed, following by the scopes of the research in section 1.5 and lastly the significance of study and purposes of the project in section 1.6.

1.2 History of The Old Palace Seri Menanti

“Historical buildings are ones that give us a sense of wonder and make us want to know more about people and culture that produced it” as discussed by Fielden (1996). The 3D model with higher LoD can be used for documentation, preservation and future reconstruction of heritage building.

The historical structure involved in the project is a well known cultural heritage, The Royal Palace Seri Menanti, as shown in Figure 1.1 is located at Kuala Pilah, Negeri Sembilan in Malaysia. Seri Menanti is the royal capital of the state of Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia. The Royal Palace, Seri Menanti Palace served as the official residence of the royal family until 1931, before it was converted to a Royal Museum in 1992.
In February 2009, the Unity, Culture, Arts and Heritage Minister Datuk Seri Shafie Apdal announced that the Seri Menanti Palace is among ten historical structures in Malaysia gazette as a national heritage, along with Victoria Institution in Kuala Lumpur and The Stadthuys in Malacca. The wooden palace, Seri Menanti Palace was one of the oldest cultural heritage that presented the art and craft of woodcarving skills of the Malay people of Malaysia.

The palace was designed entirely by two local Malay master carpenters named Kahar and Taib and it was constructed the traditional way without using a single metal nail and the entire four-storey building is literally held together only by mortise-and-tenon joints and hardwood dowels and rivets (Anuar, 2007).

“The four-storey edifice features 99 others of the *cengal* wood to denote the 99 warriors of the various clans. The upper roof structure employed technique called “*Lipatan Gunting*” (folded scissors). The first floor of the palace was used as the “*Balai Rong Seri*” (audience hall), while the second was used as chambers for the royal family and the third reserved for the Yang Dipertuan Besar. The central tower called the “*Tingkat Gunung*” was used as treasurer as adapted from the description written on Stone Plaque in Seri Menanti Palace” (Figure 1.2).
The Seri Menanti Palace is full with uniqueness and beauty in its building architecture and it symbolised the royal family of Negeri Sembilan. This palace is still standing with its monument witnessed the development of trend and harbour from the past. The palace became Malay culture symbol with its firm originality that makes it beautiful and fascinating throughout the time. The palace plan has been analysed by the Chief drafter, Mr Woodford from Public Works Department Seremban and were approved in November 1902 by state engineer and British resident that time.

According to ARKIB NEGARA MALAYSIA, Seri Menanti Palace was itself a replacement for an older, grander palace, Istana Pulih. Istana Pulih were burned by English soldiers when occurrence of Bukit Putus War at that time. The Istana Pulih was destroyed in the fire. The construction starts in year 1902, it was completed in 1908. It costs about 45,000 US dollar for the palace construction. The Yang Di-Pertuan Besar wanted the palace design showed and had relationship with Minangkabau nature, so this palace not merely similar to the building design of Minangkabau but also equipped with parts which symbolises family, education, natural aesthetic and others that have close association with Minangkabau.

Today, as with so many traditional crafts, there are very few young carvers with the skills and the backing to reproduce such a masterpiece. Despite all the careful preservation work done on the Seri Menanti Palace, eventually, inevitably, time will take its toll and Malaysia will lose another irreplaceable treasure. In Malaysia, many heritage buildings with architectural and historical significance that influenced by several architectural styles such as Malays architecture, Portuguese
architecture and Dutch architecture worthy to be listed or gazetted as National Heritage Building under National Heritage Act 2005 (Act 465) (Salleh and Ahmad, 2009).

Cultural heritage deliver conventional environment and craftsman’s artwork in the development and civilization progress. However the preservation of historical building is not efficiently perform as there is always constraint in budget and timing.

![Figure 1.3 Interior part of Seri Menanti Palace](image)

Cultural heritage conservation helps a community to protect the valuable physical assets, also its practises, history, and environment, and a sense of continuity and identity (Figure 1.3).

1.3 Statement of Problems

The idea of using TLS is because the existing available techniques, e.g.: conventional hand sketching, photogrammetry for data capturing does not provided data as detailed as data collected by TLS method. Each methods and sensors in the market having own strength in producing 2D, drawing and 3D model.
But each of them has its limitation to deliver the 3D model. The weakness of the existing method is that it does not allow the re-visit of site throughout the time. All the available mentioned techniques can be used for the 3D digitization of cultural heritage and each consists of various processes and exhibit variation in accordance with specific applications.

The review by George et al. (2009) stated that the complete recording of cultural heritage is a multidimensional process. For the complete recording of the cultural heritage, it involves the 3D digitization, processing, storage of 3D data, achieving and management of 3D data, visualization and dissemination of 3D data and lastly the replication and reproduction of the 3D data.

Due to the different complexity of the digitization needs that emerged for the cultural heritage, there is a plethora of methods and techniques to fulfil particular demand and needs of a specific application. The criteria that affect users selection to the available 3D digitization systems for recording of the cultural heritage includes:

a. Complexity in size and shape
b. Morphological complexity (LoD)
c. Diversity of raw materials

Hence, in order to perform a complete recording of cultural heritage, the choosing of appropriate systems for data capturing is crucial. The photogrammetry method is more accurate in determining building outlines but does not provide high quality data for interior aspect of 3D building modelling. Particularly, in this project the final product provide methodology and review the techniques in producing 3D model of complex four level historical building which includes interior, exterior and the rooftop of the structure.

As for conventional method, a lot of manual work have to be done to get the measurement of the entire building feature, and this techniques might contribute to human measurement error and not able to supply the real 3D scene of the heritage
building site to interested audience. The result after the tedious workload and time consumed measurement process is not able to give the realism situation of the heritage.

It becomes very significance when come to system selection, as the suitability and applicability of the method with the 3D data acquisition system decide the quality of the output. The criteria used for choosing an appropriate 3D data acquisition system for cultural heritage recording are listed in Table 1.1.

**Table 1.1: Criteria of Choosing Appropriate System**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Most cost effective in giving satisfying results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Object surface, texture and condition of the digitization objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Range can be captured, refer to specification of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Portability</td>
<td>Mobility of the equipment or system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Accuracy provided by the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Texture</td>
<td>Texture acquisition available for the object texturing purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Efficiency of the system to carry out the work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Skill</td>
<td>User friendliness, the skill needed to handle the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Standards</td>
<td>Output compliance with the standard, reference or requirement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By referring to the criteria in Table 1.1, the entire criterion was considered and it assured that the 3D data acquisition system capable in succeeded the three main phases in the process of 3D digitization of heritage building in this project. After the consideration of the entire nine criteria in data acquisition system, 3D laser scanning technology was chosen.

The detailed methodology and procedure that further described the three phase in 3D digitization is discussed in Chapter 4. The three main phases is the process of how the 3D digitization was carrying out whereby it consists of the preparation, digital recording or data capturing and data processing.
a. **Preparation** is the preliminary activities, tools preparation, equipment, methods and methodology adopted as well as the site planning.

b. **Digital Recording** is the process for the cultural heritage object data acquisition of heritage object to be stored in digital format.

c. **Data Processing** included the modelling, geometric data processing, texture data processing, texture mapping.

Even though photogrammetry method is more cost effective, but, still its shortage is it unable to capture a good coverage of data from the interior, exterior and rooftop of the cultural heritage. The processing of the photogrammetry method to generate model is hectic and the accuracy is said to be slightly less than the laser scanning method. Nevertheless, photogrammetry method is not the most appropriate method to produce a more realistic heritage building model that able to present the building artwork of the craftsman. Therefore, terrestrial laser scanning was adopted.

The most important reason that laser scanning method was chosen in this project is because only the 3D data allows the “revisit” of the heritage building structures through the computer. The 3D point clouds data captured able to present the actual situation or conditions of the heritage structure to audiences in future.

As time passed, only the 3D digital deliverable allows the visualization of the valuable heritage objects from the past to the audiences. This is what photogrammetry method or conventional hand sketch cannot provide to future generation; it is the realistic 3D scene of the heritage building in true measurement and scaling.

The argument of the available technique had been risen point to the reliability of the method. On one hand terrestrial laser scanners was tested from the instrumental point of view using investigations to check whether the instruments meet the accuracy specifications given by their manufacturers (Harald and Thomas, 2007). Terrestrial laser scanning can acquired dense 3D environment data accurately...
in short time. However, terrestrial laser scanning is not cost effective for data capture of rooftop aspect but is best in deriving building heights, extracting planar roof faces and ridges of the roof.

In a project that desired high quality 3D model, it is looking for the premium solution to obtain the output needed. The trend of cultural heritage for documentation and future preservation activity are growing tremendously. The historical heritage required high detailed modelling techniques to present it in most photorealistic condition. The lack of knowledge and no sufficient maintenance and management methodology failed to gives an efficient guidance for the conservation and documentation to preserve heritage effectively.

The need to document the existing high historical value structure was foreseen in United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). “In last decade, we have witnessed an increased number of publications related to systems that combine laser scanning and close-range photogrammetry technologies in order to address the challenges posed by application fields as diverse as industrial, automotive, space exploration and cultural heritage to name a few” as mentioned by Beraldin (2005). The lack of guideline and methodology framework for the heritage building conservation for the existing heritage is the main problem that this research aimed to resolve.

1.4 Objectives of Thesis

This study has the following objectives:

1. To develop procedure for cultural heritage building modelling using point clouds data acquired from terrestrial laser scanner to produce floor plan, elevation plan, animation and 3D model.
2. Use the accuracy requirement of LoD to compare the heritage building model produced in objective 1 with the measurement of measured drawing produced with conventional tape measurement method.

1.5 Scope of Study

The scopes of this study are listed below as the thesis covers the discussion of all the below scope in the research work:

a. Provide the procedure of site works, data collection and discussed the problems and solutions using terrestrial laser scanning method to produce a high historical value old palace building in 3D.

b. Research the method to link the interior and exterior scan data and produce a report on the accuracy of the registered datasets.

c. Produce the procedure of 3D modelling and the feature extraction of the cultural heritage building in CAD environment with 3D point clouds with using LoD as modelling reference standard.

d. Produce 3D RGB point clouds model and create 3D animation for the Old Palace, Seri Menanti Palace for visualisation purpose.

e. Provide the guideline for the digital preservation, documentation and presentation purpose for the related agency, either private or government, for the cultural heritage management activities in Malaysia.

1.6 Significance and Purpose

This study focuses on the 3D TLS method to preserve digitally a cultural heritage palace. The data recording system used consists of multi sensors. The
sensors in FARO Photon 120 system are referring to the digital camera and laser scanner to carry out data capturing.

For the past decades, development of laser scanning technology had foreseen that the trend of the cultural heritage structures require high accuracy 3D modelling technique for photorealistic presentation and many other GIS application such as cultural heritage conservation and management.

As the historical buildings require fast and compact data capturing for the cultural heritage conservation and management concerns, TLS is an effective tool known by researcher in the world. This project make used of terrestrial laser scanner as the primary tool to produce 3D model of the Old Palace Seri Menanti Palace. The 3D information captured through the field work had also being utilised to digitize the 2D drawing of the building such as floor plan and elevation plan.

The laser scanning method not only provides the 2D drawing result, but also the 3D drawing of the Seri Menanti Palace. Every single details captured by the laser scanner can be re-access from time to time. Also, it is an undeniable fact that only 3D information with actual value and environment allow users or audience to experience the Seri Menanti Palace scene visit using 3D animation.

The available methods like photogrammetry are proven useful but the advancement of new laser scanning technology providing a higher accuracy choice to carry out this approach, by using 3D laser scanner. This study has determined the capability of terrestrial laser scanner to achieve high quality detailed data collection and produced several deliverables. Benefits that obtained with the implementation of 3D laser scanning technique to produce a complete documentation methodology of cultural heritage building, The Old Palace Seri Menanti Palace, are as follow:

a. Determine the technique of TLS can be used to digitally preserve historical building.
b. Provide guidelines for the 3D heritage digital documentation or preservations for irreplaceable heritage objects in Malaysia.

c. Pioneering 3D historical buildings model creation in Malaysia using Terrestrial Laser Scanning.

d. 3D visualization of historical heritage building in animation, with texture mapping applied for 3D point clouds data

e. Trend of virtual reality (VR) merging the utilization of the virtual 3D data to create model and video for presentation, visualization purpose and many applications e.g.: planning, tourism, photorealistic structure, navigation, town planning, environment planning and management.

1.7 Research Methodology

The literature research was done by determine the method to be used so that can achieve the goal set by this research. Feasibility study and applicability of the research methodology to contribute to digital heritage conservation project was done based on the literature research methodology shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 Literature Research Methodology for 3D Documentation of Seri Menanti
The literature research was done based on the methods available, the principle involved in this project, the standard to benchmarking the research product, the required results for and also the goal achieved in the end of this research.

1.8 Thesis Outline

The input to the pipeline, depicted in Figure 1.5, is a set of point clouds data with high resolution intensity image captured using the phase shift laser scanner and camera device used in FARO laser scanner system.

**Figure 1.5** The workflow of the work done for thesis
The developed methodology was used to provide a guideline to potential users the procedure to carry out laser scanning project on cultural heritage. The point clouds from laser scanner was registered, colourized and converted to be used in CAD environment.

The point cloud was processed using laser scanning processing software to generate building floor plane using digitization method. The 3D model of Seri Menanti Palace was generated by using feature extraction plug-in in AutoCAD 2011. Another deliverables of this project is the fly through animation of the building structure.

This research aim to provide a comprehensive coverage report of laser scanning technologies in cultural heritage preservations, including point clouds registration, texture mapping by point clouds colourization, digitization, building modelling, heritage conservation, digital exhibition and digital utilization. In this project, the cultural heritage preservation or conservation was to study the overall methodology of using laser scanning point clouds to produce the 2D and 3D results for the Seri Menanti Palace.

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 gives the introduction discussed the needs for historical heritage documentation, the brief information of the heritage structure in this project, statement of problems, objectives of thesis, scope of the project and most important the significant and purpose of this high level of details heritage building modelling project.

Chapter 2 presents a survey covering the cultural heritage conservation and heritage management situation in Malaysia, the literature on the needs and benefits of 3D documentation, laser scanning in cultural heritage, overview of heritage building modelling and the discussion on the advantages and drawbacks of the method in heritage building modelling. It give an idea of why the heritage conservation and 3D documentation is important and provide the method available in the market. In this chapter also discusses the type of the laser scanner and its technology ending with
the comparison discussion on the methods used in heritage building modelling projects.

Chapter 3 elaborates the definition, standard, accuracy and requirement of the LoD 4 standard by CityGML. In this section the role of LoD 4 in building topology was explained. The modelling methodology developed in this project involved the modelling of interior, exterior and rooftop of the building. Hence, LoD is chosen as the standard to evaluate the 3D model produced. The LoD 0-4 used by (GIS) Geographic Information System researchers in producing 3D city models was used in this research.

Chapter 4 explains the entire research phase by going through the main process of 3D recording, 3D processing, 3D modelling, documentation and analysis. It includes the survey planning, laser scanning for range data collection, intensity image capturing, registration target distribution study, hardware setting determination in data recording process while data processing consists of data registration, texture mapping, laser data analysis, floor plan production and animation creation. There are several software and plug-in involves in this chapter. Through this approach any potential users that need the instruction or guideline to carry out similar project can find this section useful as the issue and problem faced was brought up for discussion in this chapter.

Chapter 5 presents the 3D virtual textured visualization model of Seri Menanti Palace by using the point clouds data and show the output of point clouds colourization. In this chapter the layout of the building is illustrated as the floor plan as well as the final 3D model of Seri Menanti Palace which combine the part of the interior and exterior model. Analysis of the building was done by giving the weighted statistic from Scene 4.8, showing the data min, max, mean of deviation of the combine 3D point clouds database. Comparison was done by comparing the measurement from measured drawing from KALAM with the measurement done by using list (LI) command in the AutoCAD for the floor plan and the building features.
Chapter 6 summarizes the contribution and findings, draws out the conclusions of this research work and indicates the direction for future researches.
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